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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
November 21, 2019  
  

Costar Video Systems Releases New DVRs to the Central Point Family of Products  
  

  
Coppell, Texas – November 21, 2019 – Costar Video Systems, a subsidiary of Costar 
Technologies, Inc. (OTC Markets Group: CSTI), officially announced today new product 
additions to their Central Point family of products. 
 
New Central Point DVRs are available in 4, 8, and 16 channel options and fully support a range 
of similar easy to install HD Analog cameras from 2MP and 4MP with more products and 
features to come. The added 4-megapixel resolution increases our customers ability to 
recognize objects and activity with much greater clarity. The hard drives inside each recorder 
also support multiple RAID recording formats and external storage options if expanded capacity 
is needed.  
 
“The Central Point platform gives us the flexibility to reach a segment of the market that we 
have not catered to in the past,” says Jeff Cullop, VP of Product Management. “I’m excited to 
see where this new offering will lead us.”  
 
To review the products, check out Costar’s Central Point DVR page and to see the new 4mp 
cameras by visiting CBT4H12IFW, CDT4H12IFW, and CDT4H12VIFW. 
 
Earlier in 2019 Costar announced the brand-new video management system called Central 
Point. This powerful new system capitalizes on technology called Central Connect Technology 
and utilizes many advanced features such as user management, logical grouping, multiple 
pages, mapping, event tracking, health status, as well as basic live playback.   
  
Harnessing their years of surveillance experience, Costar Video Systems has developed a VMS 
built for a wide spectrum of applications that fit both economical and large-scale projects. 
Central Connect Technology, the technology created specifically for Central Point, helps create 
a hassle-free and plug-and-play experience for system integrators. In addition, Costar has also 
placed emphasis on a feature rich VMS toolset to separate it from similar systems on the 
market.   
    
Central Point is available to download on Costar’s website for Windows PC, iOS, and 
mobile. For more information about Costar Video Systems, visit www.costarvideo.com.    
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https://www.costarvideo.com/Products/central-point-dvr-recorders
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About Costar Video Systems  
  
Costar Video Systems designs, manufactures, and distributes a full range of security solutions 
for the video surveillance markets. Products include analog and IP cameras, monitors, lenses, 
digital and network video recorders, all marketed under the Costar brand name.  Costar’s 
products are utilized in many high profile, large scale installations by a diverse range of 
customers in the retail, financial, and commercial markets.  A full range of video surveillance 
products are sold through dealers, distributors, and system integrators across the nation.  
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